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Super-light 21-inch sports shoes for the AMG E 63 S.

612 PS / 850 Nm - just a few years ago these were the power figures of a real super 
sports car. But times are changing: Today these power and torque values are hidden in 
the body of a visually comparatively discreet Mercedes-AMG E 63 S sedan - and was 
not only due to a tuning performance upgrade, but was already standard! Armed in this 
way, the almost two-ton four-wheel-drive sedan catapults itself to 100 km/h in just 3.4 
seconds and is electronically cordoned off at 300 km/h (with the driver’s package).

It is obvious that such a high-class and powerful vehicle should also wear appropriate 
footwear. Therefore, the light alloy wheel specialists from Aerotechnik from Switzerland 
equipped the AMG limo shown here with the filigree Ultralight Series 2.0 design of their 
Barracuda Racing Wheels brand, for which JMS Fahrzeugteile from Walddorfhäslach is 
responsible for sales world wide.

In the fenders of the E 63 S 4MATIC+, which has been lowered by around 40 
millimeters in the pre-facelift version of the current W213 series, the Barracuda Ultralight
Series 2.0 rotate in the new, high-contrast black brushed finish and the dimensions 9x21
inches on the front and 10.5x21 inches on the rear axle. Like all wheels of the 
Barracuda Ultralight Series, the one-piece wheels were manufactured using the flow 
forming process. Tires sizes are 265/30R21 and 295/25R21.

Breathtaking videos from Barracuda are available on the YouTube channel “Barracuda 
Racing Wheels” or interactively on the Instagram profile “barracuda.wheels”.  The light 
alloy wheels from the extensive Barracuda rim program are available from car 
dealerships or from well-stocked tire and specialist shops.  Alternatively, they are 
available as well as all other facts as well as price and delivery information directly from:

JMS Fahrzeugteile GmbH
Hauptstr. 26
D-72141 Walddorfhäslach
Tel.: +49 (0) 71 27 / 96084-0
Fax: +49 (0) 71 27 / 96084-20
Email: info@jms-fahrzeugteile.de
www.barracuda-europe.de 
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